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FIS NORDIC COMBINED WORLD CUP
A GREAT SHOW in VAL DI FIEMME next month

World's best NK specialists in Val di Fiemme from 26 to 28 February
The Italian alpine valley hosts athletes' training sessions
World Cup calendar now reads a French step in Chaux-Neuve
Three days of races in about a month in the Italian sporting venues

After the huge success of the 10th FIS Tour de Ski hosted a couple of weeks ago, Italy's Val di Fiemme is looking forward to get back on track next month. From 26 to 28 February, the modern cross-country skiing and ski jumping arenas will be housing three spectacular events together with world's best Nordic Combined specialists. 'Val di Fiemme is ready to house the World Cup series once again – OC's President Bruno Felicetti claimed – and we're working hard to have the Ski Jumping WC too in the years to come, together with the Nordic Combined, maybe in the same weekend. We're also available to host cancelled events in case of need'.
After the races in Lillehammer and Ramsau am Dachstein, and the cancelled events in Germany's Klingenthal and Schonach, the provisional overall standings read Norway's Magnus Krog in the lead ahead of German Fabian Riessle, Akito Watabe of Japan and reigning champion Eric Frenzel. Chaux-Neuve in France will be hosting next World Cup leg tomorrow and on Sunday.
The FIS Nordic Combined World Cup lands in Italy's Val di Fiemme for the 33rd time in history and the first competition scheduled on Friday 26 February is a Team Sprint (HS134/2x7,5k). Two Individual Gundersen races will follow on Saturday 27 February (HS134/10k) and Sunday (HS134/15k). 
Italy's so-called 'Cradle of Nordic Sports' cannot wait to get back on track and fly high along with the Nordic Combined super-athletes.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com


 

